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Questions 1-8: Multiple Choice: 2 points each
Questions 9-10: 3 points each

Questions 1T-12: Explain your work: 20 points total
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Question l: The figure shows the location of a ball at equal time steps. If the x
axis points to the right, we can say that the ball's

A) X velocity is positive and X acceleration is positive
B) X velocity is positive and X acceleration is negative
C) X velocity is negative and X acceleration is positive
D) X velocity is negative and X acceleration is negative
E) X velocity is negative and X acceleration is zero

Question 2: A man jumps off a bridge with an elastic cable connecting him to the
bridge. The cable causes him to bounce back up before he hits the ground. when
the man reaches his lowest point, we can say that

A) A1l the forces on the man cancel out
B) There is a net force upwards
C) There is a net force downward

Question 3: For the object described by the position vs time data below, the
instantaneous velocity at time 0.03s is closest to

A) 158m/s B) i8m/s C) 15 m/s D) 5m/s E) 1mls

Time (s) Position lml
0.00 4.20
0.01 4.40
0.02 4.58
0.03 4.74
0.04 4.88
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(assume the position is smoothly increasing during the times shown)



Question 4: A ball rolls up a ramp as shown. which of the following graphs could
represent the ball's horizontal velocity as a function of time?

Question 5: A rock is thrown straight up into the air. Taking into account air drag,
rr/e can say that the dc.,','n-¡¡ard acceleration ajler the thro'w b'¿t beþre the rack
reaches its maximum height is

A) Greater than g
B) Equai to g
C) Less than g but greater than zero
D) Equal to zero



Question- 6: In_the top picture above, the arrows show the velocities of two balls(of mass-M and2M) that coilide and stick together. which ofthe orher four
pictures best represents the velocity after the-collision?

Question 7: The graph above shows the acceleration vs time for an object that
starts at rest at t:0. At which time is the speed of the object is greatest?

A)A B)B C)C D)D E) Cannot be determined



Question 8: The figure shows the
radiaÌ probability distribution for
electrons in different orbitais of a
hydrogen atom. Suppose we measure
the potential energy ofthe electron in
various hydrogen atoms for which an
electron occupies the 1s or 2p orbital
before the measurement. We will find
that:

A) Each olthe 1s erectrons has smailer potential energy than each ofthe 2p
electrons.
B) Each ofthe 1s electrons has rarger potential energy than each ofthe 2p
eiectrons.
c) Some ls electrons may have smailer potentiar energy than some 2p erectrons
but the average potentiar energy for the is eiectrons is r-arger than th" uu".ug"
potential energy for the 2s electrons.
D) some 1s electrons may have larger potential energy than some 2p erectrons butthe average potential energy for the 1s Èlectrons is srãhte. tnanìh" ;";."g"
potential energy for the 2s electrons.

Question 9: An obj ect of mass Mis actedon by a net force F for which depends onthe objects position X by:

F/M - -(r}m/s2) X

In the table below, fiIl in trre accereration at time 0 and the position and verocity attime [ = 0.01 s (estimared).

Llistance Íroil l r-rcler:s ir)

Time (s) position (m) velociry (m/s) acceleration (m,/s2)

0 r.20 8.00

0.01



Question trO: The middle graph below shows velocity vs time for a moving object.Fill in the top and bottom graphs of position and accereration vs time, assuming the
position ofthe object is 0 at t:0.

X



Question 11: on the finar flight of the space shuttre atrantis. astronauts brought
along a sea cucumber as part of an astro-marine-biology experim".rt . wt .nln" seucucumber was removed from its tank and airowed to flóat freely, it u."u-" 

- -

nervous because ofthe zero-gravity environment and expelrea í, uir"".u luu.iorr.internal organs).
If the sea cucumber (with initial mass 0.3kg) was initiairy stationary rerative

to the shuttle and if the viscera (mass 0. ikg) are o=úserued to travel at Tnlsrelative
to the shuttle after being ejected, how rong does it take until the sea 

"u"u-bå, 
u.rdits insides are 2m aparl? you may assume the viscera u.. 

"*p"ffJ ull;; ;;.
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space walk. on which end should we put the water-filled space helmef so that the
sea cucumber can breath? Draw the space helmet on the seã cucumber above.



Question 12: Barbie finds out that her owner is pianning to launch her into the sky
on a rocket with no parachute. so, she quìckry .ha.rg", into her Barbie Jet Boots
(and a matching outfìt). when she is faling, Èarbielmass 0.2kg) reaches a terminar
velocity of 50m/s. If her jet boots produce ã thrust force of (1.ño i, rr"*ìrgr,
above the ground should Barbie tum on herjet boots if she wants her speed to
decrease to zero just as she reaches the ground? Use g:10m/s2 *C urri-"ï" .un
ignore air drag after the boots are tumed on. (9 points)
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Question 13: (kind of a bonus question...3 measry points...attempt this only if you
are done eve'thing erse...you're working for glory more than anything here).

Suppose the sea cucumber in question 12 acfualiry ejects its viscera over a period of
timev and, that the speed of the ejected material is arways trrrlr r"titir" to the sea
cuqtumber. Determine the finar speed of the sea cucumber rerative to the shuttle.
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FORMI,T-A SIIEET

î = -ì (ifpì<< c) f : di/dt â: dü/dt î: ¡d
Ë: afirat

lFl : C v2, lFl : ¡r N, lFl : me, jFl : kx

E:mgh E:/,mv2 E:%k(Âs)2 E:mc2


